
Meet the next generation
development professional



There is a loT of buzz abouT The fuTure of 
developMenT...

Global conversations are being sparked at the every level about how to create a more 
sustainable future and how increased local engagement will continue to evolve the 
current aid landscape. 

As a growing number of non-traditional donors take a seat at the table as major 
development influencers, there is already a noticeable shift in how aid funding is being 
utilized.

And while it’s clear that there is a lot of momentum around the future in our industry, one 
thing considerably less discussed is the development implementers actually pushing 
these changes forward. 

Don’t all of these discussions make you just a little curious about what the next 
generation of aid workers will look like?  

How will they be different from you as a development professional today? What skills 
will they – or you for that matter – need to be successful in a decade? What sectors and 
regions will require the most attention? What affect will these kinds of changes have 
on hiring trends industry-wide?  These are just some of the questions we turned to our 
community to try to answer. 



MeeT our survey respondenTs 

More than 1,000 global development professionals participated in the survey Devex 
conducted in partnership with PSI and USAID U.S. Global Development Lab. Here’s what 
you should know about them: 

participants ranged in age from 18-65+ 

65% of respondents 
had at least 10 years 
of experience working 
in global development 

a majority of our respondents were male 

65%

Our respondents have the most experience 
working in: 

#3
The

Caribbean
& Latin

America

#1
Africa

#2
Asia

#4
Europe

#5
Middle

East

18 65

1. economic development

2. Monitoring & evaluation

3. administration/policy 

4. education 

5. health

They also come from a broad variety 
of development sectors, particularly: 

so now, without further ado, let’s get you introduced to the aid worker of 
the future… 



79%

highly educaTed

79% of respondents believe professionals 
will need a graduate level education to 
succeed in international development. 

The fuTure developMenT professional is: 

72%

bilingual

72% of respondents believe professionals 
will need to be fluent in at least 2 languages 
to be successful.

65% of respondents believe that in 10 years, 

proficiency in Arabic will be more important 

than it is today across all development sectors. 
75% said the same is true for English. 

78% of respondents felt that aid workers will 
need to have an equal or greater balance of 
people versus technical skills to be successful 
in the future.  

a people person

78%

Their Top 5 sofT-skills

1.   flexibility
2.  proficiency in implementation 

and execution
3.  ability to work in teams
4.  resourcefulness
5.  empathy

Ranked last was salesmanship, with 

only 1% of respondents categorizing 

it as the most important soft-skill to 

be successful.

an inTegraTor

47% Integrator

Disrupter 10%

Specialist 27%

Generalist 16%

An integrator understands 
multiple specialties and how they 
impact each other. They excel in 
fostering collaboration between 
various sectors who may not be 
accustomed to working together.



Where Will They be Working?

The top 3 regions predicted for the highest development assistance needed in 10 years 
are: 

Out of the 24 choices presented, the top 3 sectors predicted for the highest 
development assistance needed in 10 years were: 

44%
Africa

21%
Asia

21%
Middle

East

agriculTure and 
food securiTy

conflicT, peace 
and securiTy 

cliMaTe
change 

Development professionals will probably spend 

more time working from a home-base in the 

future. 57% of respondents believe that more 

international expats will be needed to provide 

short-term expertise, while long-term positions will 

be increasingly filled by local professionals.



31% of all respondents believe militaries will have less 

impact in the future, but 40% of health professionals felt 

that they will have more.

Who Will They be Working WiTh?

While it’s generally believed that traditional development organizations will continue to 
have the largest impact, respondents predict that these types of organizations will have 
the most growth in impact on global development in the future.

high-Tech firMs 
and social 

iMpacT invesTors
82%

corporaTions
79%

MiliTaries
33%

venTure
capiTalisTs

67%

90% of respondents believe that in 10 years 
it will be more important for professionals 
to have a basic understanding of working 
with a wide range of funders than a deep 
specialization working with one specific type. 

£
$

€
¥



Respondents also predict that individual or community beneficiaries will play the greatest 
role in deciding how to invest global aid funding: 

Bilateral and multilateral donors largely agreed with this prediction, while 
representatives from host governments ranked themselves last as decision-
makers, putting traditional aid donors and organizations first when it comes 
to deciding how aid is invested.

individual or 
coMMuniTy 

beneficiaries
41%

hosT 
governMenTs

34%

TradiTional aid 
donors and 

organizaTions
41%

hoW do you begin To sTay ahead of The curve? 

A good start is to think about the top 5 approaches our respondents said they wish to 
gain more training and education in, and find practical applications for them in your own 
career. 

1
data driven 

and evidence-
based 

programming

2
Multi-

disciplinary 
approaches

5
innovation

3
impact 

evaluation4
new methods 

of development 
financing



We also asked respondents to provide one piece of advice for the next generation of 
development professionals. The most commonly prescribed items we heard were: 

These sentiments seem to be the golden thread lacing together all of the survey findings. 
They’re also actionable takeaways you can start putting to use as you shape and become 
the next generation development professional. 

Keep on top of new technology and 
approaches. 84% of all respondents 

believe that in ten years the technology, 

skills and approaches used by development 

professionals will be significantly different 

than they are today. 

Stay in the know about sustainable 
development practices. Sustainability 
topped the list of approaches that will 
be more important for development 
professionals in the future. 

“listen to the 
people around 

you”

“look for 
opportunities 

to learn 
continuously”

“adapt based 
on what’s 
happening 

around you”



don’t miss the latest advances influencing the future of development.

sign-up here to get a weekly update on the latest global development 
career news and advice delivered directly to your inbox.
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https://pages.devex.com/doing-good-sign-up.html?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=final_cta&utm_campaign=next_generation_aid_worker

